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Space-time (ST) plots and power spectral density (PSD) of
pressure fluctuations show the existence of a spectral gap
between the shock unsteadiness and blade passing, with almost an order of magnitude difference in the corresponding
frequencies. In IoF scenario, both the ‘large’ (O(360◦ )) and
‘small’ scale distortion (O(10 − 60◦ )) induced by the intake
results in a non-uniform inflow to the rotor. Sector analysis reveals a substantial variation in the local operating
condition of the fan as opposed to its steady characteristic. Streamline curvature, upwash and wake thickening are
identified to be the three key factors affecting the fan performance. These underlying mechanisms are discussed in detail
to provide further insights into the physical understanding
of the fan-intake interaction. In addition to the shock induced separation on the intake lip, the current study shows
that shorter intakes are much more prone to the upwash effect at higher AoA. Insufficient flow straightening along the
engine axis is reconfirmed to be one of the limiting factors

In this paper, we investigate the coupled interaction between
a new short intake design with a modern fan in a high-bypass
ratio civil engine, specifically under the off-design condition
of high incidence. The interaction is expected to be much
more significant than that on a conventional intake. The performance of both the intake-alone and rotor-alone configurations are examined under isolation. Subsequently, a comprehensive understanding on the two-way interaction between
intake and fan is presented. This includes the effect of fan
on intake AoA tolerance (FoI) and the effect of circumferential and radial flow distortion induced by the intake on the
fan-performance (IoF). In FoI scenario, the rotor effectively
redistributes the mass flow at the fan-face. The AoA tolerance of the short-intake design has increased by ≈ 4◦ when
compared to the intake-alone configuration. Dynamic nature
of distortion due to shock-unsteadiness has been quantified.
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1 INTRODUCTION
the effect of fan is modelled either using body force models
or similarity models. In all these studies, it has been noted
that the fan alleviates the post-separation distortion transferred to the fan-face. Cao et al. [12] noted that the fan redistributes the incoming mass flow and effectively increases
the separation-free angle of attack. An increase of ≈ 4◦ has
been reported when the proximity of the fan is closest to the
intake lip. Peters et al. [3] identified a critical L/D of 0.25 under which the benefit offered by short intakes is outweighed
by the fan-efficiency penalties. Two critical aspects: (a) interaction of the rotor with a region of high streamwise Mach
number at the fan face and (b) reduced flow straightening
through the inlet contribute to this drop in the fan performance. Peters [3] demonstrated the influence of the pylon’s
potential field to be most dominant during the cruise when
compared to the off-design condition. Shielding the rotor
from pylon using non-axisymmetric fan exit guide vanes is
shown to improve the fan efficiency by 0.25%. On a conventional intake-fan configuration, Carnevale et al. [14] report that the fan attenuates long wavelength components of
the flow non-uniformity by a factor of five, while the small
wavelengths either remained unattenuated or marginally amplified.
In the context of boundary layer ingesting (BLI) engines (in the absence of AoA), Fidalgo et al. [15] studied the
fan-distortion interaction through both experiments complemented by unsteady computations. An incoming total pressure distortion spanning 120◦ of the circumference induced
both co-swirl and counter-swirl upstream of the fan. This is
shown to greatly affect both the fan work input and its local
operating condition. Novel post-processing tools are used to
track the fan performance as it orbits through the distortion.
Gunn et al. [16] carried out high resolution measurements of
BLI engine to identify the loss sources within a low-speed
fan stage subjected to a inlet total pressure distortion in a
60◦ sector. They report a 4.6% drop in the fan rotor efficiency due to circumferential and radial variation of the incidence angle and a substantial flow separation at the rotor
tip caused due to the high incidence in the distorted sector.
Several studies were also carried out under the NASA BLI
Inlet/Distortion fan program and NASA advanced air transport technology project. By means of CFD-based analysis,
Ochs et al. [17] predicted a benefit of 4.2% in the propulsive
efficiency for BLI propulsion system when compared to the
conventional propulsion system. However, designing the rotor of a BLI system is a challenging task as the fan encounters
severe aerodynamic and mechanical loads. Cousins [18] designed and tested a distortion-tolerant fan accounting for the
highly coupled interaction between the inlet and the rotor.
Frohnapfel et al. [19] have largely decoupled the total pressure and swirl distortion and measured the rotors response
to each of these distortions. They have noted that the swirl
distortion largely affects the flow angles at the fan-exit, while
the pressure distortion significantly affects the total and static
pressure ratio across the fan.
Cousins and Davis [20] extended the parallel compressor theory to include the (a) effects of swirl, (b) dynamic
response of the compression system using a dynamic lag ra-

for the short-intake design.

1 Introduction
The aviation industry is committed to developing efficient, quiet and environmentally friendly aircraft engines.
In this quest, there is an increasing trend in the gas turbine
industry to shift towards the turbofan engines with higher
bypass ratios (BPR) and lower fan pressure ratios (FPR).
Such modern architectures offer the fuel burn benefits and
reduce the emissions and noise [1, 2]. With increasing BPR,
the diameter of the engine inlet increases. However, powerplant weight and nacelle aerodynamic interaction with the
aircraft wing have to remain within acceptable limits. This
imposes a design constraint on relatively shorter intakes and
nacelles with much more severe restrictions on external diameter. These geometric constraints have the consequential
effect of limiting the use of current conventional intake lip
and diffuser shapes needed for full flight envelope capability within currently accepted separation limits for fan-intake
compatibility [3, 4]. As a result, much more comprehensive
understanding and computational ability to predict fan to intake aerodynamic interactions are required to enable future
viable intake designs.
An optimal intake design is the one which provides
a uniform distribution of the air flow with minimum total pressure loss over a wide range of operating conditions. However, shorter intakes can result in a reduced incidence tolerance and the flow is much more prone to separation, specifically under off-design conditions like high incidence/crosswinds. There is also an increased aerodynamic
interaction between the downstream fan and the distorted
flow over the intake under off-design conditions. This can
subsequently reduce the stability margin of the fan [5, 6] and
can ultimately lead to adverse interactions like stall [7]. The
overall performance of the propulsion system is sensitive to
this interaction of the separated flow with the fan. Figure
1(a) shows the key flow features of intake operating under
high incidence.
Future propulsion and aircraft concepts, such as ultrahigh-bypass-ratio engine and boundary layer ingestion (BLI)
aircraft have received considerable attention over the last
decade. In these systems, installation effects have become
increasingly challenging as the fan is presented with distortions of total pressure, static pressure, and flow angle. Several studies in literature addressed the effect of distortion on
the fan-performance and vice versa. In the context of intakes
subjected to high-incidence, Makuni et al. [8] and Coschignano et al. [9] built an experimental rig based on the highly
loaded two-dimensional section of the intake lip. They explored the dynamics of the shock-wave boundary layer interaction (SWBLI) and the three-dimensional flow field with
increasing incidence onto the intake. Experiments by Hodder [10] and Larkin and Schweiger [11] and computations
by Peters et al. [3], Cao et al. [12] and Carnevale et al. [13]
studied the effect of downstream fan on the ‘incidence tolerance’ of an intake i.e. the angle of attack at which the flow
separates over an intake lip. In these computational studies,
2
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2 NUMERICAL SETUP
2 Numerical Setup
Test case and boundary conditions
Figure 1(b) shows the schematic of the test case considered for the current study. An intake of diameter D is placed
in a cylindrical domain of dimensions Dd × Ld = 9D × 7D;
where Dd and Ld are the diameter and length of the computational domain respectively. Previous studies on the intakefan interactions [12, 14] considered a conventional intake
with L/D = 0.5, where L is the distance from highlight to
the fan-face and D is the diameter of the intake. Unlike these
studies on a conventional intake, the current study considers
a relatively shorter intake which is coupled to a modern high
bypass civil aeroengine fan. Thus, a significantly stronger
interaction between the intake and fan is expected than the
unsteady interaction reported in Cao et al. [12]. The values
of L/D and the fan-pressure ratio for the current configuration are not disclosed for proprietary reasons. Also, the
short intake considered in this study is a real design unlike
the ‘model’ short intakes studied in [12] where the diffusion component of the intake has been purposefully ignored.
Due to circumferential averaging involved in the low-fidelity
body force approaches to model smeared geometries [12,23],
the events within blade passages cannot be captured. The
current study overcomes this limitation by focusing on the
high fidelity unsteady RANS simulations at varying AoA’s
to capture the effects of the inlet on fan and vice versa.
Following boundary conditions (BCs) are imposed on
the domain boundaries: a) no-slip on the intake, spinner
walls and fan blades b) Mach number, incidence angle and
atmospheric conditions of density, pressure and temperature(at an altitude of ≈ 16000 ft) in the far-field and c) mass
flow condition with/without radial equilibrium at the exit
boundary for the intake-only/intake-fan cases respectively.

tio, (c) circumferential mass redistribution and (d) meanline
model into the dynamic parallel compressor code. In a companion paper [6], this dynamic modelling system has been
applied to simulate a variety of complex distortion patterns
including pressure, temperature and swirl distortions and
favourably compared the predictions against the test data. In
this two-part paper [6, 20] , authors also report the difficulties to include the effect of radial mass redistribution into the
extended parallel compressor model, hence suggesting the
need for high fidelity simulations to quantify the radial distortion effects on system performance. Recent investigations
by Ma et al. [21, 22] introduce a mixed fidelity approach to
model fan-distortion interaction, where the separation downstream of the distortion generator is captured using high fidelity LES, while the fan is modelled using immersed boundary method. Subsequently, different parametric studies are
carried out for varying proximities of the fan and distortion
generator. Interestingly, with decreasing proximity, the inaccuracies of the turbulence model within the separated region
are found to be mitigated by the strong acceleration due to
the fan.
Scope of the paper
In this paper, we investigate the fan-intake interaction
in a high-bypass ratio civil engine. A relatively shorter intake with a slimmer lip is considered. When compared to a
conventional intake, the flow in this configuration is much
more susceptible to separation and insufficient straightening
within the intake. Hence a stronger interaction between the
fan and the intake is expected. The key objective of the current paper is to explore the two-way interactions between the
short intake and fan in detail. This includes the effect of fan
on intake AoA tolerance (FoI) and the effect of flow distortion induced by the intake on the fan-performance (IoF). This
is in contrast to the earlier studies, where one-way interaction
of FoI has received considerable attention on conventional
intakes. In addition to the stagnation pressure distortion explored in the context of BLI engines, in the current work, the
fan also experiences a strong static pressure distortion under
high AoA. Interaction between the intake and fan also depends on the spectral gap between the shock unsteadiness on
intake lip and the rotor passing frequency. Hence, this aspect
is also investigated in the current study.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the numerical
setup is discussed providing the details of the test case, solver
and simulation parameters. It is followed by the discussion
on the isolated performance of the fan-alone and intake-alone
configurations. Validation of the numerical results with the
measurements is presented in this section. Subsequent sections present a detailed analyses of the two-way interactions.
Section on FoI explores the effect of fan on AoA tolerance
and the spectral gap between various characteristic frequencies. On the other hand, section on IoF delves into the fan
power and sector analysis as the rotor sweeps through the
distortion and the mechanisms by which the inlet distortion
affects fan performance. Summary and conclusions are provided in section 6.

Solver
Rolls-Royce’s in-house solver HYDRA, which is a second order unstructured finite volume code, is used to carry
out all the simulations reported in this paper. The solver
is suitable to carry out multi-fidelity simulations including Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)/ unsteady
RANS/ Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and has been extensively validated over a wide range of test cases and complex
flows [24, 25]. The turbulent eddy viscosity in the highly
strained regions of the flow is estimated using the standard
Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model. Low Mach number preconditioning is also used to improve the predictions
in the low-Mach separated zones.
Meshing and simulation parameters
The near-wall regions on the intake, spinner and the fanblade passages are resolved using the structured hexahedral
elements while the free-stream domain is resolved using the
tetrahedral elements. This hybrid meshing strategy is much
more economical when compared to a fully structured mesh.
It minimizes the grid requirement in the free-stream (by ≈
30%) and accurately resolves the critical flow features on the
intake lip (normal shock and the separated shear layer).
3
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3 PERFORMANCE UNDER ISOLATION
(AoA), thereby forcing the flow to separate at the bottom
dead centre (BDC). Steady simulations are carried out on an
isolated short-intake at different AoAs. The objective is to
detect the critical angle at which the flow separates on the
lip. A detailed validation of this CFD approach (Isentropic
Mach number distributions and distortion levels at the fanface with increasing AoA) against the measurements on a
conventional intake can be found in Cao et. al. [12]. Total
pressure distortion at the fan-face is quantified using a coefficient, DC60, given as:

The total mesh size for the full annulus unsteady RANS
calculation (comprising of 18 fan blades and an intake) is
around 120 million. Each blade passage has been resolved
spatially with 6 million cells and temporally using 60 physical time steps (= 1080 time steps per revolution). A grid
sensitivity study has been carried out to arrive at these values. Three different levels of mesh sizes, 3M, 6M and 12M,
have been used to study the mesh independence. RANS calculations on the single blade passage have been carried out.
HYDRA with standard SA turbulence model was used. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows the radial variation of the axial velocity (non-dimensionalized with the tip speed of the blade,
Utip ) at the rotor inlet and exit. Predictions from the three
different meshes are compared. It can be seen that, the results given by 6M and 12M mesh show little difference on
the flow distribution. It thus can be concluded that 6M mesh
per blade passage is sufficient for the low speed fan RANS
calculations.
For every test case, the simulation is run for 9 full revolutions followed by time-averaging the solution in the final revolution. To ensure convergence of the solution, power
variation has been monitored on a single fan-blade for the last
three revolutions (see section 5.1 for further details). Figure
3(c) plots the circumferential variation of the instantaneous
power, Pnd . Evidently, the variation of power is periodic in
time for the 7th ,8th and 9th revolutions, thus demonstrating
the global convergence of the flow-field.

DC60 =

P0 − P0,60
P0 − P

(1)

Here, P0 and P are the area-weighted average total and
static pressures at the fan face. A 60◦ sector with highest
level of distortion (i.e. least value of mean total pressure)
is identified at the fan-face. P0,60 in Eq. 1 corresponds to
the mean total pressure within this sector. DC60 measures
the difference between average P0 at the intake inlet and the
worst 60◦ at the aerodynamic interface plane. The flow is
considered to be separated when the DC60 exceeds a critical
threshold DC60cr . For the intake-alone configuration, Fig.
4(a) plots the variation of non-dimensional distortion coefficient (given by DC60nd = DC60/DC60cr ) with increasing
AoA. Note that, in the figure, abscissa shows the deviation
in AoA, ∆αre f = αi − α; where αi is the absolute value of
AoA and α is the angle at which flow has separated. A sharp
increase in the distortion coefficient is evident once the flow
over the intake lip undergoes shock-induced separation beyond critical AoA. This observation of a steep increase in
the distortion is consistent with the previous studies on conventional intakes [12, 26]. When compared to a short-intake,
conventional intakes separate at a relatively higher AoA due
to a thicker lip. An inset plot in Fig. 4(a) shows the contours
of Mach number at the fan-face for α + 2◦ . As expected, the
flow field is symmetric about the z = 0 plane. The flow approaching the intake at an AoA turns into the axial direction
(i.e. along the engine axis) once it enters the intake. Due
to the subsequent streamline curvature, flow acceleration is
relatively higher in the lower half of the annulus when compared to the upper half.

3 Performance Under Isolation
3.1 Rotor-alone configuration
The performance of the rotor-alone configuration in a
uniform, clean flow is estimated using steady simulations.
As mentioned in the previous section, a grid size of 6 × 106
elements are used within rotor passage.
The characteristic maps of the total pressure ratio and
efficiency are computed at the design speed. Figure 2(a,b)
compares the values predicted by CFD against the measurements. The deviation in predictions are within 1.3% for
the total pressure ratio and 1% for the efficiency. In addition, Fig. 2(c,d) also compares the radial traverses of stagnation pressure and temperature downstream of the rotor at
x ≈ 0.5Cx . The profiles are compared at three critical operating conditions: near stall (A), peak efficiency (B) and near
choke (C). Points A, B, C are also marked in Fig. 2(b) for
reference. The agreement between CFD and experiments is
clearly encouraging. More specifically the sensitivity of the
tip flow to the operating condition is consistenly predicted
by CFD, thereby validating the numerical framework. Additional simulations are also carried out with an outlet guide
vane, OGV (not reported here for brievity). However, its
influence on the characteristic map and radial profiles is observed to be minimal.

It is worth noting that apart from DC60, a variety of distortion indices exist in literature. Campbell [27] compared
several such indices and found Aerospace Recommended
Practice (ARP)-1420 to provide accurate correlations. In addition to the intensity of pressure distortion, this descriptor
accounts for the shape of the distortion pattern. For a given
circumferential ring number i (see [20]), the circumferential
distortion intensity (∆Pc /P)i and radial distortion intensity
(∆Pr /P)i are given by:

3.2

Intake-alone configuration
As discussed in the introduction, the shock strength
on the intake lip increases with increasing angles of attack
4
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4 EFFECT OF FAN ON INTAKE DISTORTION (FOI)
the low-frequency self-sustained shock oscillations (also referred as transonic buffet, see [29, 30]). The surface pressure fluctuations can vary between ±20% of the mean value
leading to detrimental effects of lift reduction and increased
structural loads. However, Coschignano and Babinsky [9]
note that most of these studies are confined to the flows over
aerofoils/wings while very few explored the shock formation
over engine intake lip [31,32]. In particular, it is crucial to (a)
quantify the pressure fluctuations as it has serious implications on the rotor’s structural integrity and (b) determine the
extent of the spectral gap between the frequency of the shock
unsteadiness and the blade-passing frequency of the rotor. If
the natural frequency of the shock unsteadiness is a sub or
super-harmonic of the blade passing frequency, it can lead
to resonance and hence further damage to the rotor blades.
To illustrate this, Fig. 5 presents the contours of Mach number on the selected planes for the case with AoA = α + 6◦ .
Shock induced separation can be visualised on y = 0 plane.
The subsequent circumferential distortion transferred to the
fan can be monitored on the fan-face plane.
Data is recorded on both these planes for three full revolutions of the rotor. This data is represented in the form of
space-time plots (ST plots) along the lines labelled in Fig.
5. Figure 6(a) shows contours of Mach number along the
intake-lip on y = 0 plane and Fig. 6(b) shows the contours
of stagnation pressure at the fan-face, along a 120◦ sector
at the BDC. Snd in Fig. 6(a) represents the distance along
the intake, non-dimensionalized by the lip-length, Llip . ST
plots are particularly useful to illustrate the propagation of
different disturbances in space and time. Both high and
low-frequency variations of the monitored quantities are evident in the ST plots (marked accordingly in the figures). Of
these, the low-frequency variation is a consequence of the
shock oscillation over the intake lip. Corresponding variation in the circumferential and radial extent of the distortion at the fan-face is also evident from Fig. 6(b,c). Conversely, high frequencies occur due to the blade passing, particularly when the bow-shock at the leading edge of the rotor
sweeps through the distortion. Hence, the DC60 at the fanface varies with time unlike a fixed mean value shown in Fig.
4. The typical variation due to the low-frequency unsteadiness is estimated to be around ±5 − 8% of the time-averaged
value.
Figure 7 plots the Power spectral density (PSD) of pressure fluctuations to describe how the mean squared value
of pressure is distributed in frequency. Pressure signals are
recorded both pre-shock (probe P1) and post-shock (probe
P2) locations, marked in Fig. 5. PSD is scaled using the
2 P ,
reference dynamic pressure in the free-stream, γMre
f re f
while the frequency is normalized with the number of full
rotor revolutions per second, fr . Distinct high and low frequencies peaks are captured by the probe P2. Of these, low
frequency peak at f / fr ≈ 1.4 corresponds to the shock unsteadiness and the high frequency peak at f / fr ≈ 18 indicates the blade passing. Note that, given the scaling with fr ,
this value of 18 corresponds to the number of rotor blades.
From this discussion, it is clear that a sufficient ‘spectralgap’ exists between the shock unsteadiness and blade pass-

(Pavg−i − Pavgl ow−i )
Pavg−i
(Pf ace−avg − Pavg−i )
(∆Pr /P)i =
Pf ace−avg
(∆Pc /P)i =

Pavg−i = (1/360)

Z 360

Pavg−low−i = (1/(θ2 − θ1 ))

P(θ)dθ

0

Z θ2

P(θ)dθ

θ1

Here, θ1 and θ2 are the angles between which the total pressure is lower than Pavg−i and Pf ace−avg is the average
pressure on the fan-face at which distortion is estimated. Figure 4(b) shows the variation of both the circumferential and
radial distortion intensities for the intake-alone configuration
at α + 2◦ .

4 Effect of Fan on Intake Distortion (FoI)
Simulations are carried out on the coupled configuration
for increasing AoA over the intake. Mixing plane approach
is initially used to obtain a representative flow field at a lower
AoA. At this AoA, the flow remains attached over the intake
lip. The solution is subsequently used to initialize the unsteady RANS simulation.
Figure 4(a) compares the predictions of the distortion
coefficient, DC60, for the powered intake against an isolated
intake configuration. An inset plot in Fig. 4(a) shows the
contours of Mach number at the fan-face for α + 6◦ . It is evident that the presence of a fan has effectively suppressed
the distortion. AoA tolerance of the powered-intake configuration has increased by ≈ 4◦ when compared to an isolated intake. This observation of increase in the separationfree AoA tolerance of a powered intake is consistent with
both the experimental and numerical studies in the literature [3, 11–13, 28]. As noted by Cao et. al. [12], the rotor
redistributes the mass-flow upstream of the fan-face (see Fig.
3(a), accelerating more flow at the casing relative to the hub.
This additional acceleration alleviates distortion. It is also
apparent from Fig. 4(a) that once the flow separates over the
intake lip, the distortion at the fan-face grows gradually for a
powered intake. This is in contrast to a steep increase in the
distortion noted for an isolated-intake. Moreover, the flow
field is asymmetric about the z = 0 plane due to the rotor
induced mass-flow redistribution. Reduction in the fan-face
distortion due to rotor is also apparent from Fig. 4(b). Both
the circumferential and radial distortion intensities in terms
of ARP-1420 for α + 6◦ are lower than the corresponding
values of the intake-alone configuration at α + 2◦ .
It should be noted that DC60 in Fig. 4 is estimated based
on the time-averaged flow field at the fan-face. However, the
phenomenon of shock-boundary layer interaction is inherently unsteady, specifically at larger AoA’s when the shock
is strong enough to promote separation. Significant research
has been devoted in the literature to address and mitigate
5
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5 EFFECT OF INLET DISTORTION ON FAN PERFORMANCE (IOF)
ing, with almost an order-of-magnitude difference in the corresponding frequencies. Hence the possibility of resonance
due to the superharmonic coupling between frequencies of
the rotor passing and the unsteadiness of the primary shockinduced shear layer can be ruled out. Infact, from Fig. 6(b,c),
it is clear that the bow-shock of the rotor passing induces
high frequency unsteadiness causing the DC60 to vary between ±0.4−0.6% of the local DC60 value. Hence, its effect
is secondary when compared to the 5 − 8% DC60 variation
due to low-frequency shock unsteadiness on the intake lip.
This dynamic component of the distortion is crucial while
designing the steady screens to simulate the pressure distortion in the inlet wind tunnel tests. As noted by Cousins and
Davis [20], such screens should be designed at RMS or peak
value of the dynamic measurement instead of designing at
the steady state distortion values. Interestingly, no distinct
frequencies are observable from the signal at probe P1 corresponding to the pre-shock location. It indicates that the shock
filters out the information of the shear-layer unsteadiness and
blade passing to propagate to this location.

in section 4, flow over the intake lip experiences a strong
shock-induced separation at larger AoA. For AoA’s of α + 4◦
and α + 6◦ , the distortion shows a relative increase. Significant loss in the stagnation pressure occurs at the bottom dead
centre of the intake. When the fan-blade of interest sweeps
through this distorted sector, local spikes/troughs appear in
the power signal. Hence, the viscous effect contributes to the
‘small scale’ local power variation. To summarize, both the
inviscid and viscous effects enhance the flow non-uniformity
at the fan-face thereby affecting the performance of the fan.
As expected, the mean fan-performance has deteriorated at
higher AoA’s.
5.2

Sector Analysis
In this section, a sector-wise performance analysis of the
rotor has been carried out. This approach is useful to examine the rotor performance as it sweeps through the distortion.
In addition to the stagnation pressure distortion addressed in
earlier studies [15,16], rotor in the current study also encounters a static pressure distortion, since the engine operates under high-incidence (see inset plots in Fig. 4). Following Fidalgo et al. [15] and Gunn et al. [16], a time-averaged flow
is firstly obtained in the absolute frame of reference. This is
a non-trivial exercise and requires a special treatment of the
rotor domain. It involves (a) saving the unsteady snapshots
of the rotor domain for one full revolution (b) interpolating
each of these solutions on to a stationary grid in the absolute frame of reference and (c) time averaging the solution
variable, v, on the stationary grid as v̄ ≈ (1/N) ∑N1 H(t)v(t).
Here, v̄ is the time-averaged variable, N is the total number
of time steps and H(t) is the gate function which is set to zero
within the blade and one elsewhere. This time-averaging approach based on gate function, developed by Adamczyk [33],
eliminates the blades in the final solution. The solution is
then used to construct the ‘mean’ streamtubes in the rotor
domain. Figure 9 shows the inlet and exit planes extracted
upstream and downstream of the rotor. Four rakes on the inlet plane divide the full annulus into four equal 90◦ sectors.
These are referred to as ‘inlet sectors’. From each of these
rakes, streamlines are released and tracked through the rotor
domain. The locus of points where the streamlines intersect
with exit plane, and corresponding shape of the ‘exit sectors’,
are then computed. Following [15], mass flow rates are measured through the inlet sector and the corresponding exit sector. The mass flow difference between these sectors is found
to be within ±0.2% − 1%, thereby confirming the accuracy
of this streamtube extraction approach. Similar activity has
been carried out at different AoA’s. It is interesting to note
from Fig. 9 that AoA had little influence on the shape of the
exit sectors, except that the size of sector IV is marginally
larger at higher AoA of α + 6◦ .
Figure 10(a) plots the rotor performance on the characteristic map (i.e. pressure ratio vs mass-flow) as it sweeps
through each of these four sectors for AoA = α. Each of the
operating points in sectors I-IV is shown using square symbols. The steady characteristic for the clean flow at design
speed and zero AoA is also overlaid in the figure for compar-

5 Effect of Inlet Distortion on Fan Performance (IoF)
In this section, full-annulus unsteady simulations are
further processed to examine the effect of inlet distortion on
the fan performance. This includes discussion on the power
variation as the fan sweeps through the distortion, sectorwise analysis of the rotor characteristic and the mechanisms
through which distortion affects the fan-performance.
5.1

Fan Power:
During the simulation, the total force, F (pressure drag
+ viscous drag), acting on selected fan blades is monitored.
Subsequently, torque (τ) and power (P) are estimated using:
τ=

Z

r × F.dA

P = τΩ

(2)

r, dA and Ω in the above equation represent the local blade
radius, elemental surface area and angular velocity of the
blade rotation respectively. For increasing AoA onto the intake, Fig. 8 plots the circumferential variation of the nondimensional power (Pnd ) monitored on a fan blade as it rotates around the annulus. Mean power at α + 3◦ is used as
a reference to normalize the instantaneous power. Key observations that can be made from this figure are: a) ‘large
scale’ sinusoidal variation (once per revolution) of the power
about the mean value, with the amplitudes reaching as high
as ±10% and b) ‘small scale’ peaks/troughs within a localized sector between θ ≈ 160 − 230◦ , for the AoA’s of α + 4◦
and α + 6◦ . Since the intake operates at an AoA, the flow at
the fan-face is largely non-uniform (refer to the inset plots in
Fig. 4). The resultant non-uniformity in the flow coefficient
and incidence, affects the local operating condition of the
fan-blade. This inviscid (or potential field) effect contributes
to the ‘large scale’ variation in the power signal which occurs once every revolution. On the other hand, as discussed
6
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5.3

Mechanisms

5 EFFECT OF INLET DISTORTION ON FAN PERFORMANCE (IOF)

ison. Locus of the local operating points encircle an ‘orbit’.
Evidently, the local operating condition of the rotor varies
considerably within the orbit, even if the flow over the intake
lip remains attached at AoA = α. This is attributed to the
fact that the flow approaching the intake at AoA results in a
circumferentially non-uniform distribution of pressure, flow
coefficient and blade incidence on the inlet plane. It is interesting to note that, despite such local variations, the mean
operating point still lies on the steady characteristic map.
On the other hand, Fig. 10(b) illustrates the change in orbit
shape with a gradual increase in AoA onto the intake. In the
figure, symbols with cross indicate the corresponding mean
operating point. When compared to the case with AoA = α,
the mean pressure ratio decreased for the AoA’s of α + 3◦ ,
α + 4◦ and α + 6◦ . At α + 6◦ condition, significant losses
are incurred from the shock-induced separation (a) on the intake lip and (b) within the blade passages (due to passage
shocks). This has resulted in a large decrease in the pressure
ratio for AoA = α + 6◦ . For this condition, the mass flow
has also reduced in sectors I, IV due to distortion which gets
redistributed to sectors II, III. Note that the resolution of the
operating ‘orbits’ can be increased further by tracking more
than four inlet and exit sectors. This is illustrated in Figure
10(a), where each of the sectors I-IV is further sub-divided
into four sub-sectors. The operating condition of these subsectors is shown using circular symbols around its local mean
operating point (indicated using square symbols). The shape
of the highly resolved orbit is almost elliptical instead of the
quadrilateral orbit of the sectors I-IV. However, as will be
shown in the subsequent section, the loss mechanisms can
be addressed in enough detail using four sectors and hence
we restrict the number of sectors to four.

Streamline curvature effect: The streamlines approaching the intake at high AoA turn to axial direction along the
engine axis. This streamline curvature induces a significant
pressure gradient (or intake loading) along its local radius
of curvature. The flow at the top dead centre (TDC) of the
intake experiences high pressure, while it experiences a
relatively lower pressure near the bottom dead centre (BDC).
The flow coefficient consequently adjusts to this pressure
gradient, resulting in a lower Φ at the TDC (sector II) and
higher Φ at the BDC (sector IV) of the intake. A change in
flow coefficient also alters the local blade incidence, β◦in , to
higher values in sector II and lower values in sector IV. This
combined variation of both ∆Φ and β◦in explains the local
operating condition of the fan in Fig. 10 i.e., low flow rate
with high pressure ratio in sector II and high flow rate with
low pressure ratio in sector IV.
Upwash effect: For a short-intake configuration, the incoming flow fails to entirely turn into the axial direction. Subsequently, the fan encounters a residual upwash flow angle
which contributes to the incidence distortion. Infact Peters
et al. [3] identified such a reduction in the flow straightening
through the inlet as one of the limiting factors for the short
inlet design. Since the fan rotates in the clockwise direction
(when viewed from the inlet), it can be shown from the velocity triangles that the up-wash flow results in a lower flow
incidence to the fan blade in sector I and a higher incidence
in sector III. This effectively imposes a co-swirl and counterswirl to the fan in zones I and III respectively. Hence, as
noted in Fig. 10, the fan characteristic shifts towards a lower
mass flow and pressure ratio in sector I and a higher mass
flow with higher pressure ratio in sector III. With further increase in AoA to α + 6◦ , Fig. 11 (c) and (d) shows similar
patterns of ∆Φ and β◦in . The variation is however much more
stronger than AoA = α. Furthermore, shock induced separation on the bottom lip of the intake lip is noticeable for AoA
= α + 6◦ case. This results in a local reduction of the flow
coefficient and increase in the flow incidence to the blade.
Figure 12(a,b) illustrates the above described mechanisms of
streamline curvature and upwash effect by means of a sketch.
Both these mechanisms are at play in sectors I-IV at the fanface thereby affecting the fan performance.
Wake thickening: Both the shock induced flow separation on
the intake lip and the consequent change in the flow incidence has a detrimental effect on the performance of the fan
blade as it sweeps through the distortion. Figure 13 illustrates this by comparing the relative Mach number contours
downstream of the fan at AoA’s of α and α + 6◦ . Exit sectors
from Fig. 9 are also overlaid for clarity. This figure highlights the key features of the instantaneous wakes shed from
each of the fan blades. It can be observed that considerably
thicker wakes are shed at higher AoA when compared those
at lower AoA. The wakes are thicker across the entire span
of the fan blades, specifically in sectors IV and I.
The underlying flow physics resulting in such a wake
thickening varies from mid-span to the blade tip. Figure 14
shows contours of relative Mach number at the mid-span of
the blades. For a given radius, both the circumferential and
axial variation of the flow properties can be conveniently

5.3

Mechanisms
To provide further insights into the physical understanding of the fan performance in each of the four sectors
(I-IV), Fig. 11 presents the contours of (i) flow coefficient
deviation, ∆Φ, in frames (a,c) and (ii) incidence angle,
β◦in in frames (b,d). The deviation in flow coefficient is
defined as ∆Φ = Φ(r, θ) − Φavg (r), where Φavg (r) is the
circumferential averaged flow coefficent at a given radius.
Two AoA’s corresponding to attached and separated flow
(AoA = α + 6◦ ) over the intake lip are shown. These frames
are extracted upstream of the rotor. For clarity, inlet sectors
are also marked in the figure with solid lines which are
consistent with those shown in Fig. 9. From the contour
plots, a large scale variation of ∆Φ and β◦in is clearly evident
in the circumferential and radial directions across all the
four sectors at both AoA’s. Sinusoidal variations of the fan
power in Fig. 8 and the ’orbits’ in fan characteristic map
in Fig. 10 are a consequence of these variations in ∆Φ and
β◦in . Two mechanisms are identified for such large scale flow
variations on the inlet plane, which include (a) variation in
the flow coefficient, Φ, due to streamline curvature/intake
loading and (b) variation in the flow incidence onto the fan
blade due to up-wash effect of incoming flow.
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we present a numerical study on the interaction between a fan with the flow over an intake under high
incidence. We consider a new short intake design coupled to
a modern fan in a high-bypass ratio civil engine. The interaction is much significant than that on a conventional intake
(with larger L/D). The performance of both the intake-alone
and rotor-alone configurations are examined under isolation.
These include: a) estimating the AoA at which the flow separates on an intake lip and b) favourably validating the fan
characteristic and radial profiles against the measurements.
Subsequently, two-way interactions between intake and fan
are discussed in detail. This includes the effect of fan on
intake AoA tolerance (FoI) and the effect of flow distortion
induced by the intake on the fan-performance (IoF).
In the FoI scenario, the rotor effectively redistributes the
mass flow at the fan-face. The AoA tolerance of the shortintake design has increased by ≈ 4◦ when compared to the
intake-alone configuration; which is consistent with the previous studies in the literature. Low-frequency shock oscillation on the intake lip and high-frequency rotor passing has
been captured using the space-time (ST) plots and power
spectral density (PSD) of pressure fluctuations. The results
show a sufficient spectral gap between the shock unsteadiness and blade passing, with almost an order of magnitude
difference in the corresponding frequencies.
In the IoF scenario, both the ‘large’ (once per revolution) and ‘small’ scale distortion (in a distorted sector) induced by the intake results in a non-uniform inflow to the
rotor. Sector analysis reveals a substantial variation in the
local operating condition of the fan as opposed to its steady
characteristic. Streamline curvature, upwash and wake thickening are identified to be the three key factors affecting the
fan performance.
‘Large-scale’ non-uniformity (once per revolution) is an
inviscid effect which results from the AoA at which the intake operates. This inviscid effect is a consequence of the
circumferential and radial variation of both the flow coefficient, Φ and the flow incidence, β to the fan blade. While
Φ changes due to the streamline curvature/intake loading, β
changes due to the upwash of the incoming flow.
‘Small-scale’ distortion (O(10 − 60◦ )) occurs specifically at higher AoA’s. This is a viscous effect resulting from
the shock-induced separation on the intake lip. Subsequent
distortion transfer at the casing and strong passage shocks in
the mid-span contribute to the overall thickening of the fan
wakes and a substantial drop in the pressure ratio.
In addition to the shock induced separation on the intake
lip, the current study shows that shorter intakes are much
more prone to the upwash effect at higher AoA. Insufficient
flow straightening along the engine axis is reconfirmed be
one of the limiting factors for the short-intake design.

shown in these unwrapped plots. Note that the axial coordinate is non-dimensionalized with the tip blade chord. It is
evident that the fan blades in sector IV (θ◦ ≈ 150 − 220◦ )
show a strong passage shock particularly at AoA = α + 6◦ .
The blades in this sector choke around the mid-span due to
an increase of the flow coefficient. Two factors contribute to
this increase of Φ at the mid-span which include: (a) increase
in ∆Φ within sector IV due to a relatively stronger streamline
curvature effect (or intake loading effect) at higher AoA and
(b) shock induced flow separation on the BDC of the intake
lip which drives more flow to pass through the midspan than
the casing. The shock waves generated in the passage trigger
boundary layer separation on the suction side of the blade,
hence resulting in thicker wakes at the mid-span.
On the other hand, thickening of the wake closer to
the blade tip is attributed to the distortion transfer. Figure
15 shows the contours of relative Mach number extracted
at 90% span. Low Mach number region notable between
160 − 200◦ is essentially due to the shock-induced separation on the BDC of the intake. Flow separation causes a local drop in both the flow coefficient and the relative Mach
number. As the distorted flow convects through the blade
passages, it experiences a tangential force in the direction of
rotation of the blade rows. The distortion convects out of the
blade passage and propagates downstream as indicted by the
dashed line in the figure. This is similar to the mixed distortion transfer observed by Fidalgo et al. [15] and Gunn et
al. [34] in the context of boundary layer ingesting fans under
zero AoA. It is also worth mentioning that the response of
the rotor to varying inlet condition is not instantaneous. As
noted by Cousins [35], it is a function of the time for which
the blade passes through the distortion and the time taken by
the fluid particle to reach the throat in the blade passage. In
the current simulations, since fluid particles reach the throat
faster than the time the rotor takes to sweep through the distortion (particularly for the case α+6◦ ), the diffusion process
in the rest of the blade passage is disrupted. In such cases the
flow separates in the passage as evident from Figure 15. This
limits the pressure rise capability and the blade response is
maximized.
To summarize, both distortion transfer near the blade tip
and the at the choking of the blade passages in the mid-span
contribute to the overall thickening of the wake shed from
the fan-blades in sectors IV and I. This results in a substantial drop in the pressure ratio as noted in Fig. 10. Although,
shock induced separation on intake lip influences fan performance, the current study clearly demonstrates (and also
reconfirms the findings of Peters et al. [3]) that insufficient
flow straightening could be one of the limiting factors for the
short-intake design strategy, specifically at higher angles of
attack. It should be noted that the upstream potential field
effect of the pylon and Fan exit guide vanes (FEGVs) are
not considered in this study and are beyond the scope of the
current work. Peters [36] alleviates the upstream influence
of pylon using non-axisymmetric FEGVs. Additional investigations in these lines with wing, pylon and splitter will be
helpful to further explore the installation effects.
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Figure Caption List
Figure 1. (a) Key flow features of intake operating under high incidence (b) Computational setup and boundary conditions.
Figure 2. Mesh sensitivity study showing radial traverses of axial velocity non-dimensionalized with the tip speed , (a)
upstream and (b) downstream of the rotor. (c) Circumferential variation of power,Pnd , on a fan-blade for 3 different
revolutions to demonstrate convergence (using 6M mesh per rotor passage).
Figure 3. Validation of characteristic maps: (a) total pressure ratio (b) efficiency and radial profiles: (c) stagnation pressure
(d) stagnation temperature against measurements at selected operating conditions.
Figure 4. (a) Variation of normalized distortion coefficient, DC60nd with increasing incidence for intake-only and intake-fan
configurations. Inset plots show the corresponding contours of Mach number at the fan-face (b) Spanwise variation of
ARP-1420 quantifying circumferential and radial distortion.
Figure 5. Instantaneous Mach number distribution on y = 0 plane and fan-face for α + 6◦ . Inset plot shows the magnified
view of shock-induced separation and subsequent distortion.
Figure 6. Space-Time plot of variation of (a) Mach-number along the intake lip on y = 0 plane (b) stagnation pressure along
the circumference and (c) stagnation pressure along the radial direction for three rotor revolutions.
Figure 7. Power Spectral Density (PSD) of pressure fluctuations measured at probes P1 (pre-shock) and P2 (post-shock).
Figure 8. Circumferential variation of non-dimensional power, Pnd , on a fan blade for AoA’s: α + 3◦ , α + 4◦ , α + 6◦ .
Figure 9. Inlet and exit sectors used to estimate local operating condition of the rotor.
Figure 10. Local operating condition of the rotor, relative to mean point, when flow over intake lip is (a) attached (AoA=α◦ )
and (b) separated (AoA=α+6◦ ).
Figure 11. Contours of (a,c) flow coefficient deviation, ∆Φ and (b,d) incidence angle, β◦in for AoA’s of α and α + 6◦ .
Figure 12. Sketch illustrating streamline curvature effect and upwash effect.
Figure 13. Instantaneous wakes shown through the contours of relative Mach number downstream of the fan at AoA’s of α
and α + 6◦ . Exit sectors are marked with solid lines for clarity.
Figure 14. Unwrapped blade-to-blade snapshots showing contours of relative Mach number at mid-span for AoA’s of α and
α + 6◦ .
Figure 15. Unwrapped blade-to-blade snapshots showing contours of relative Mach number at 90% span for AoA’s of α and
α + 6◦ .
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A - stagnation point
B - local supersonic region
C - normal shock
D - shock induced separation
E - fan-face
F - flow distortion

Fig. 1.

(a) Key flow features of intake operating under high incidence (b) Computational setup and boundary conditions
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Fig. 2. Validation of characteristic maps: (a) total pressure ratio (b) efficiency and radial profiles: (c) stagnation pressure (d) stagnation
temperature against measurements at selected operating conditions.
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Inlet and exit sectors used to estimate local operating condition of the rotor
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Fig. 10. Local operating condition of the rotor, relative to mean point, when flow over intake lip is (a) attached (AoA=α◦ ) and (b) separated
(AoA=α+6◦ )
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Fig. 11. Contours of (a,c) flow coefficient deviation, ∆Φ and (b,d) incidence angle, β◦in for AoA’s of α and α + 6◦
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Fig. 12. Sketch illustrating streamline curvature effect and upwash effect
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sectors are marked with solid lines for clarity.
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Fig. 14. Unwrapped blade-to-blade snapshots showing contours of relative Mach number at mid-span for AoA’s of α and α + 6◦
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Fig. 15. Unwrapped blade-to-blade snapshots showing contours of relative Mach number at 90% span for AoA’s of α and α + 6◦
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